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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

New 200 Series ARB Rear Tire Carrier Bumper

Protect your investment with this stylish, yet effective rear bar
Seattle, July 16/ ARB 4x4 Accessories/ -- To complement the growing number of ARB accessories for the
latest Toyota Land Cruiser, ARB is proud to announce the rear tire carrier protection bumper for the Land
Cruiser 200 Series. Protect your investment with this stylish yet functional rear tire carrier.
Right from the start the 200 Series rear bar was going to be a large development project. With a built in tow
bar in the rear cross member and a massive plastic bumper assembly, integrating the ARB rear bar would
not be easy.
Key issues for the ARB design engineers were to be the factory fog light (over seas markets only) or
reflector being in the way of the arm pivot mechanism and the integration of the factory hitch into the
center cover plate. The fog light and reflector were taken care of by designing a new universal moulding
that would take their place and cover the pivot bolt also. For markets where fog lights are required, a new
fog light kit will be available to replace the original. The kit is still being designed but will incorporate a
fog light similar to the stop/tail light mounted in the bar assembly. Markets not requiring the fog light will
be supplied with a reflector that sits within the same moulding.
The hitch issue was overcome by supplying a new hitch receiver and two cover panels, one for use with
the hitch and one for without. The integration of the receiver within the rear cross member meant that the
rear bar would have greater departure angles in comparison to previous Land Cruiser designs where the
hitch was built into the bottom of the rear bar. For markets such as the middle east where pintle type towing
hooks are used, a separate cover panel has been developed.
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Features:
- Utilizes same carriers and cover panels as the previous 100 series Land Cruiser model
- Large radius curves in keeping with modern shape of the vehicle
- Designed to suit both receiver/ball and pintle type hitches
- Increased departure angles compared to O.E. bumper bar
- 3mm steel pan and wing construction
- 4mm, 6mm, and 8mm steel mounting system construction
- Mounting kit for fitment of ARB or aftermarket mudflaps
- Protected flat pin trailer wiring harness included in kit
- Cover panels for various towing arrangements
- Standard in black powder coat finish
- Adjustment and/or removal of the swing arms is possible after the unit is installed

Item
Deluxe Rear Bar, Black
LHS Rear Tire Carrier, Black
RHS Rear Tire Carrer, Black
LHS Jerry Can Holder, Black
RHS Jerry Can Holder, Black
LHS Black Cover Plate, Black
RHS Blank Cover Panel, Black
Optional Accessories
ARB Embossed Mud Flaps (Single)
Antenna Mount
Hi Lift Mount
Reversing Light Kit

Part No.
5615010
5700211
5700212
5700221
5700222
5700231
5700232

Retail
$1,626.52
$590.37
$590.37
$516.31
$516.31
$71.84
$71.84

3500370
TBA
5700060
5700070

$14.43 each
TBA
$55.22
$55.22
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About ARB
ARB Corporation Limited is Australia’s largest and industry leading manufacturer and distributor of quality,
4WD vehicle accessories, with distribution in more than 100 countries worldwide.
The company manufactures and stocks the world’s most respected, sought after brands including ARB Air
Locker locking differentials and bumpers; Old Man Emu (OME) customized suspension systems, IPF high
performance lighting, and Safari snorkel systems. ARB’s Seattle office is the North, South & Central
American headquarters and importer of ARB 4x4 Accessories.
Media Inquiries
For more information about ARB or to obtain production quality images please contact:
Steven Bisig, Marketing Assistant, ARB 4x4 Accessories 720 SW 34th Street, Renton, WA 98057
Tel: (425) 264-1391 | Fax: (425) 264-1392
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